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The smoke point is the point that indicates, when the fat begins to burn by heat food preparation.

FOR SALADS

220 – 250 °C

190 – 230 °C

180 – 210 °C

180 – 210 °C

FOR FRYING

FOR BAKING

FOR COOKING

SMOKE POINT
VEGETABLE OILS



The traditional over the years proven brand Raciol 
offers the best quality oil for all-purpose use in the 
kitchen. The brand Raciol is the most known brand 
of vegetable oils in Slovakia (up to 80 % spontaneous 
brand awareness), its popularity and quality is proven 
by the 7 Superbrands awards.
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2017

2016
2015

2014

RACIOL RAPE OIL
It is nutritionally highly valuable, because it 
contains up to 60 % of monounsaturated fatty 
acids (omega-3 and omega-6) and 10 % acid 
a-linolenic.

Use: great for longer heat preparation of food, 
like cooking, baking and frying.

Package size: 1 L, 2 L, 5 L

RACIOL SUNFLOWER OIL
Contains an important amount of the natural 
vitamin E, which is known for its possitive health 
impact, it mainly works like a natural antioxidant.

Use: suitable for regular cooking or baking. 
We don t́ recommend to exceed the temperature 
180 °C.

Package size: 1 L, 2 L, 5 L

RACIOL WITH HERBS
(garlic+basil+dried tomatoes, 
chilli+basil+dried tomatoes)

The first-grade rape Raciol from the first 
pressing, which keeps a soft flavour of the oil 
and all nutritional values, because it is pressed 
very gently.

Use: great for longer heat preparation of food, 
especially grilling and baking. The unique 
combination of the ingredients creates a savory, 
sharp taste. It originally flavours the meat, 
vegetables or pasta.

Package size: 250 ml
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RACIOL PLUS VITAMINS
Rape Raciol enriched with vitamins E and D. 
The vitamin D contributes to keep healthy bones 
and teeth. The vitamin E contributes to the 
protection of cells from oxidative stress.

Use: great for longer heat preparation of food, 
like cooking, baking and frying.

Package size: 1 L

RACIOL SUPERBRANDS



RACIOL SUPERBRANDS

Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 RACIOL 1 L (RO) SK/CZ/PL/HU 455 8585000721008 0,918 8585000722753 15 45

RACIOL 2 L (RO) SK/CZ/PL/HU 455 8585000722005 1,834 8585000722500 6 55

RACIOL 5 L (RO) SK/CZ/PL/HU/DE/EN 455 8585000771003 4,585 8585000720100 3 44

2 RACIOL 1 L (SO) SK/CZ/PL/HU 455 8585000722296 0,923 8585000722760 15 45

RACIOL 2 L (SO) SK/CZ/PL/HU 455 8585000722319 1,84 8585000722326 6 55

RACIOL 5 L (SO) SK/CZ/PL/HU/DE/EN 455 8585000722340 4,6 8585000722357 3 44

3 Raciol PLUS 1 L SK/CZ 455 8585000705039 0,915 8585000705046 15 42

4 RACIOL 0,25 L tomatoes 365 8585000704438 0,229 8585000704445 12 120

RACIOL 0,25 L chilli 365 8585000704414 0,229 8585000704421 12 120
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The well-known Slovak oil brands Heliol and Fritol offer 
the highest oil quality. While Heliol is purely a sunflower 
oil with an all-purpose use in the cuisine, Fritol is 
a mixture of high-quality HOSO oil, which makes it 
suitable for high processing temperatures, so for deep-
frying and frying. Both brands can boast a high rating 
from customers, who decided, that the Palma oils are 
the best choice in value for money and boast 
a Best Buy Award medal.

HELIOL 
100 % pure sunflower oil. Contains a high content of the vitamin E and valuable polyunsaturated fatty acids. 
It is suitable for short-term preparation of food in warm cuisine. It is not suitable for food preparation at 
higher temperatures, like deep-frying or longer frying in a pan.

Use: suitable for regular cooking or baking. We recommend not to exceed the 180 °C temperature while 
cooking.

Package size: 1 L, 2 L, 5 L

FRITOL 
Fritol is a high-quality mixture of firts-class vegetable oils with a long lifetime - rape and sunflower oil with 
a higher ratio of oleic acid (HOSO). It is perfect for a long heat food preparation at high temperatures, like 
frying and deep-frying. The oil has a 2,5 times higher heat stability compared to regular sunflower oils, it 
doesn t́ smoke and doesn t́ overburn.

Use: recommended to be used in a deep-fryer, repeatedly with no risk of overburning and changing 
of the taste of food. Also perfect for frying on a pan.

Package size: 1 L, 2 L, 5 L

HELIOL AND FRITOL

smoke pointgrillingcooking baking smoke pointbakingfryingdeep-frying



Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 HELIOL 1 L (SO) SK/CZ/PL/HU 455 8585000721046 0,923 8585000722777 15 45

HELIOL 2 L (SO) SK/CZ/PL/HU 455 8585000722043 1,84 8585000722548 6 55

HELIOL 5 L (SO) SK/CZ/PL/HU/DE/EN 455 8585000771041 4,6 8585000720117 3 44

2 FRITOL 1 L SK/CZ/HU 455 8585000721053 0,915 8585000722784 15 42

FRITOL 2 L SK/CZ/PL/HU 455 8585000722050 1,83 8585000722555 6 55

FRITOL 5 L SK/CZ/PL/HU/DE/EN 455 8585000771058 4,575  8585000720124 3 44

HELIOL AND FRITOL



Olive oils are an increasingly popular alternative of our 
regularly used oils. Their intense aroma and unmistakable 
taste will take us to the holiday coastal areas. Olive oils are 
a source of vitamins and antioxidants, they have a high 
content of unsaturated fatty acids. Based on the type 
of processing and degree of acidity we distinguish olive 
oils into extra virgin and refined olive oils. Each of them 
is meant for a different use in the cuisine.

smoke point smoke point

OCHO DELICIOSO 
100 % extra virgin olive oil is made exclusively by mechanical 
cold pressing of the finest olives. This premium olive oil contains 
no additives, it is a pure oil from the first pressing of olives. It has 
a characteristic strong bitter-spicy taste and a strong aroma.

Use: primarily intended for flavouring of meals in cold cuisine. Ideal 
for salads, pasta, flavouring of soups and sauces.

Package size: 500 ml, 750 ml

OCHO CLASSICO
Olive oil - a mixture of a refined olive oil and a high-quality extra 
virgin oil. The oil has a higher heat stability and is also intended 
for the warm cuisine - suitable for cooking, baking or grilling. It has 
a nice light olive aroma and a very soft taste.

Use: intended for warm cuisine, perfect for cooking, marinating 
and grilling.

Package size: 500 ml

OCHO INTENSO
Olive oil - a mixture of a refined olive oil and a high-quality extra 
virgin oil. The oil has a higher heat stability and is also intended for 
the warm cuisine - suitable for cooking, marinating or grilling. It has 
a savory olive aroma and an intense taste.

Use: intended for warm cuisine, perfect for cooking, marinating 
and grilling.

Package size: 500 ml

OLIVE OIL OCHO

grilling grilling cooking cookingpasta - salad smoke point



Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 OCHO Extra virgin olive oil 500 ml 730 8422767293266 0,455 18422767293263 12 72

OCHO Extra virgin olive oil  750 ml 730 8422767293273 0,683 18422767293270 12 56

2 OCHO Olive oil Classico 500 ml 540 8585000705077 0,458 8585000705084 6 180

3 OCHO Olive oil Intenso 500 ml 540 8585000705091 0,458 8585000705107 6 180

OLIVE OIL OCHO



PALMA SPECIAL OILS
The Slovak special oils from Palma are made from 
typicall Slovak ingredients - walnuts, pumpkin and poppy. 
The special oils are pressed cold and thanks to that they 
are distinguished by high-quality and mainly by their 
health and nutritive benefits. For their 100 % Slovak 
quality they received the prestigious award Quality food 
Slovakia - Značka Kvality SK. They have a strong taste 
and aroma, so they are also ideal for gourmet cooking.

POPPY OIL
Cold pressed oil from ripened poppy seed, which does not contain 
opium. It is rich in nutrients and at the same time stands out with 
a strong aroma and taste, which have a great use in the cuisine. It is 
a source of vitamins, minerals, unsaturated fatty acids, carbohydrates, 
protein and calcium, it contains high levels of omega 6 fatty acids.

Use: suitable for preparing of desserts, for example poppy strudel 
or other poppy meals, and you can use it in preparation of soups, 
sauces or flavouring salads.

Package size: 250 ml

PUMPKIN OIL
It is pressed cold from raw pumpkin seeds, in order to preserve all 
needed nutrients. It has a high content of vitamin E. It is also a source 
of mineral elements such as zinc, potassium, magnesium. It has 
a delicious taste and characteristic dark green colour, because of that 
it is popular in the cuisine for the final flavouring and food decorating.

Use: suitable for cold and warm cuisine, gives the meals a great dose 
of originality and amazing taste. You can add it to soups, sauces, 
salads, dressings and spreads.

Package size: 250 ml

WALNUT OIL
Cold pressed oil from walnuts, rich in high-quality nutrients. The oil 
has a soft nut delicate taste, thanks to that it is a great flavouring in 
the cuisine. It contains a great amount of unsaturated fatty acids. It 
is a source of protein, vitamins E, B1 and B6, selenium, phosphorus, 
magnesium and sodium.

Use: it is suitable like a flavouring to yoghurts, puree, curd cheese, 
cocktails and fruit salads. Can be used for preparing meat, flavouring 
of soups, sauces and different types of baked goods or cakes.

Package size: 250 ml

SPECIAL OILS

cooking baking salads100 % 
natural

Slovak 
product



Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 POPPY oil 0,25 l 270 8585000705138 0,230 8585000705145 6 245

2 PUMPKIN oil 0,25 l 270 8585000705152 0,230 8585000705169 6 245

3 WALNUT oil 0,25 l 270 8585000705190 0,230 8585000705206 6 245

SPECIAL OILS



PALMARIN, HELIA, CERA
Traditional and by houswives proven Slovak brands 
of fats Palmarin, Cera and Helia have a high quality, are 
exclusively made from fine vegetable ingredients and are 
specialised for all types of baking - for preparing of any 
dough, cremes and also shiny frostings. They received 
the prestigious award Quality food - Značka kvality SK 
for their Slovak quality and popularity.

PALMARIN
The selected composition of this baking fat and special technological 
process of its production ensures, that the dough made from this 
fat will have the required volume, suppleness, softness, nice taste 
and fine texture. With Palmarin, your cake will always be a success.

Use: ideal for preparing pastry and various types of dough.

Package size: 250 g

HELIA
Special fat, priceless by preparation of cremes and sweet fillings while 
baking. Its composition ensures a good way of whipping of cremes 
and a light, foamy and smooth structure. With Helia are the cremes 
fluffy and soft.

Use: suitable for preparing cremes for desserts or fillings for cakes 
and for preparing other different cremes.

Package size: 250 g

CERA
The 100 % high-quality vegetable fat is made by a special 
technological process, which predestines it for a wide use in the 
cuisine. A chocolate frosting made from Cera will get the right 
toughness, solidity, taste and nice shine.

Use: in warm cuisine suitable for frying. For sweet baking it is 
intended primarily for the preparation of chocolate frosting.

Package size: 250 g

BAKING FATS

bakingbaking ideal for dough ideal for cremes ideal for frostingsfrying



Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 PALMARIN 250 g 180 8585000710231 0,25 8585000710736 40 77

2 HELIA cremes UNI 250 g NK20 180 8585000702755 0,25 8585000703820 20 168

3 CERA 250 g 365 8585000710132 0,25 8585000710637 40 77

BAKING FATS



VETO ORIGINAL
Vegetable fat spread with a fat 
content of 40 %, prepared according 
to the original recipe, with a pleasant 
taste. It is lactose-free and gluten-
free, suitable for people with a 
lactose or gluten intolerance. It 
contains essential fatty acids and is 
enriched by vitamins A and D.

Use: suitable mainly for cold 
cuisine, intended for the whole 
family for direct spreading on bread 
or baked goods or for preparing 
delicious spreads.

Package size: 450 g

VETO BUTTER
Vegetable fat spread with a fat 
content of 40 % with added butter, 
which adds a delicious butter taste 
and softness. It contains essential 
fatty acids and is enriched by 
vitamins A and D.

Use: suitable mainly for cold cuisine, 
for direct spreading on baked goods 
or for preparing spreads. In warm 
cuisine it can be used for example 
for preparing soups, sauces or potato 
pyree.

Package size: 450 g

VETO FAVOURABLE
Vegetable fat spread in a favourable 
family package. Contains only 20 % 
of vegetable fat. Thanks to the low 
fat content it is ideal for everyone, 
who wants to keep a slim figure and 
at the same time enjoy a soft and 
great taste. It is enriched by vitamins 
A and D.

Use: suitable mainly for cold cuisine 
for direct spreading on bread or 
baked goods.

Package size: 500 g

VETO FAVOURABLE 
WITH BUTTER 
FLAVOUR
Vegetable fat spread in a favourable 
family package. It contains 25 % 
of vegetable fat and a pleasant butter 
aroma and taste. Thanks to a lower 
fat content it is ideal for everyone, 
who wants to keep a slim figure, but 
can t́ resist the butter taste.

Use: suitable mainly for cold cuisine 
for direct spreading on bread or 
baked goods.

Package size: 500 g

VETO WITH 
TRADITIONAL BUTTER
Vegetable fat spread with a fat 
content of 40 % with added butter, 
which is produced according to the 
traditional method of housewives. 
This method keeps a taste of fresh 
milk and cream in the butter.

Use: suitable mainly for cold cuisine, 
for direct spreading on baked goods 
or for preparing spreads. In warm 
cuisine it can be used for example 
for preparing soups, sauces or potato 
pyree.

Package size: 450 g

VETO VEGETABLE SPREADS

spreadscold cuisine cold cuisine cold cuisinecold cuisine spreadswarm cuisine
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VETO
The well-known Slovak brand Veto offers a traditional 
and over the years proven recipe of vegetable spreads 
with a high quality and pleasant taste. From the previous 
original recipe has been created a complete portfolio 
of spreads for the whole family with different fat content 
and type of packaging. Veto stands for classic, tradition 
and guaranteed quality taste for the Slovak customer.



Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 VETO butter 450 g 150 8585000704681 0,45 8585000704575 18 72

VETO with traditional butter 450 g 150 8585000704698 0,45 8585000704582 18 72

2 VETO original 450 g 150 8585000704674 0,45 8585000704568 18 72

3 VETO favourable 500 g 180 8585000712266 0,5 8585000702069 12 90

VETO favourable butter 500 g 150 8585000704544 0,5 8585000704551 12 90

VETO VEGETABLE SPREADS



PALMA RÁNO
Vegetable spreads for the modern customer with 
a delicious recipe from special high-quality vegetable 
oils like, rape, coconut oil and oil from wheat germs. 
The spreads are flavoured with real animal butter 
and fresh baked bread aroma, which makes them 
really delicious.

PALMA RÁNO BUTTER
A vegetable spread for the morning and anytime during the day with a high content of fat up to 60 %. 
Thetaste of the spread is made from a mixture of rape and coconut oil, completed with fresh butter. It is 
a great base for vegetable or cheese spreads.

Use: suitable mainly for cold cuisine, intended for the whole family for direct spreading on bread or baked 
goods or for preparation of delicious spreads. Ideal for potatoe pyree or flavouring of stewed vegetables.

Package size: 400 g

PALMA RÁNO DELICIOUS
A vegetable spread for the morning and anytime during the day with a high content of fat up to 60 %. 
The taste of the spread is made from a mixture of oils - rape, coconut and oil from wheat germs, completed 
with butter. It is a great base for spreads, but also for preparing of warm side dishes.

Use: suitable mainly for cold cuisine, intended for the whole family for direct spreading on bread or baked 
goods or for preparation of delicious spreads. In warm cuisine ideal for flavouring of potatoes, sauces, soups 
or vegetables.

Package size: 400 g  

VEGETABLE SPREADS PALMA RÁNO

spreadswarm cuisinespreadswarm cuisinecold cuisine cold cuisine



Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 PALMA Ráno butter 400 g 150 8585000704599 0,4 8585000705664 8 128

2 PALMA Ráno delicious 400 g 150 8585000704636 0,4 8585000705657 8 128

VEGETABLE SPREADS PALMA RÁNO
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SLOVAK PEDIATRICIANS 
RECOMMEND BUPI

A soft and gentle formula, which minimizes 
the risk of irritations and allergies. Designed with 

the goal to support the natural development 
of a healthy baby skin from the first days.

no paraffins               no paraben               containing natural ingredients               perfume without allergens
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BUPI BAR SOAPS
The first bar soap for children with lanolin was made 
in Palma already in the year 1971. This soap was the best 
selling soap in Czekoslovakia. Every mum and grandma 
knew it. The original formula of the bar soap hasn´t been 
changed even after many decades. It is still of high-quality, 
soft and gentle on the child´s skin and passes the same 
strict quality control.

BUPI BABY 
SOAP WITH CAMOMILE
Natural camomile extract is the base 
of this baby soap. The small camomile 
flower hides inside the healing power 
of the nature, which in the form of a 
soap softly and sensitively treats an 
irritated baby skin, it also has an anti-
inflammatory and disinfectant effect.

Use: for everyday gentle cleansing 
of the baby´s skin, from birth (0+).

Package size: 100 g

BUPI BABY 
SOAP WITH OLIVE OIL
The soap with olive oil protects 
the skin from excessive drying, softens 
it and treats. This soap is famous for its 
great hydrating and calming effects 
on sensitive baby skin as well as 
nutritional qualities.

Use: for everyday gentle cleansing 
of the baby´s skin, from birth (0+).

Package size: 100 g

BUPI BABY 
SOAP WITH MARIGOLD
The soap contains a beneficial 
marigold extract, which reduces 
the irritation on a baby skin a naturally 
protects it. At the same time it gently 
softens and smothes the skin. 
Marigold contributes to a faster relief 
of irritated areas of babies´ skin, 
for  example by intertrigos.

Use: for everyday gentle cleansing 
of the baby´s skin, from birth (0+).

Package size: 100 g

BUPI BABY 
SOAP WITH MILK
The soap with a milk protein content 
adds hydration and softness to the 
baby´s skin, has a positive impact 
on the regeneration of skin cells also 
in case of irritation of strained places, 
like the baby bottom, armpits or neck.

Use: for everyday gentle cleansing 
of the baby´s skin, from birth (0+).

Package size: 100 g

BUPI BABY 
SOAP WITH LANOLIN
The soap contains quality natural 
substance lanolin, which keeps 
the skin soft, smooth and optimally 
hydrated. It protects the babies´ soft 
skin from unwanted external effects, 
and it has a healing and calming effect 
as well.

Use: for everyday gentle cleansing 
of the baby´s skin, from birth (0+).

Package size: 100 g

BUPI BABY 0+

no paraffins no parabens containing natural 
ingredients

perfume without 
allergens 

suitable from day 
one after birth



Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 BUPI with lanolin 100 g 1 095 8585000755140 0,1 8585000756888 48 121

BUPI with camomile extract 100 g 1 095 8585000755126 0,1 8585000756871 48 121

BUPI with olive oil 100 g 1 095 8585000755164 0,1 8585000756895 48 121

Bupi with marigold extract 100 g 1 095 8585000750596 0,1 8585000750602 48 121

Bupi with milk protein 100 g 1 095 8585000750619 0,1 8585000750626 48 121

BUPI BABY 0+



BUPI BABY BATHING
Bupi is an original Slovak brand, on which three 
generations of Slovaks have grown up. For almost three 
decades it has been taking care of babies with a special 
softness and it´s typical scent is the synonym of a baby´s 
scent in Slovakia. Thanks to the gentle formula it is 
recommended by Slovak pediatricians. 

BUPI BABY 
WASHING FOAM
Thanks to a gentle foam texture with 
a content of allantoin is the baby foam 
suitable for everyday use for body and 
hair. It is very soft and gentle on the 
softest newborn skin. The foam is 
without soap, easy to use and rinse.

Use: for everyday gentle cleansing 
of the baby´s skin or hair, from birth 
(0+).

Package size: 500 ml

BUPI BABY 
SOFT BATH 3 IN 1
The bath combines a soft washing gel, 
hair shampoo and bath foam. The bath 
consists of beneficial marigold, which 
regenerates and calms, has anti-
inflammatory and healing effects.

Use: for everyday gentle cleansing 
of a baby´s body and hair, from birth 
(0+).

Package size: 500 ml, 230 ml

BUPI BABY 
WASHING GEL 
WITH LAVENDER
A gentle washing gel, developed for 
easier falling asleep and for a good 
sleep of the babies. It´s soft lavender 
scent calms the baby and the falling 
asleep after a bath will be easier and 
more pleasant. The gentle gel also has 
a regenerative affect on the skin.

Use: for everyday gentle cleansing, 
for baby´s skin or hair, from birth 
(0+).

Package size: 500 ml

BUPI BABY 
BODY LOTION
It is very easy to apply on the skin 
and thanks to the content of natural 
oils (macadamia, grape, sunflower) 
it hydrates and softens. It contains 
the active substance Bisabolol, which 
affects against an irritated skin.

Use: for everyday use like a nice part 
of the evening bath. Thanks to its 
composition it treats and provides 
nutrition the baby´s skin, from birth 
(0+).

Package size: 500 ml, 230 ml

BUPI BABY 
SHAMPOO
Thanks to a balanced content 
of lanolin it provides an optimal 
hydration and smoothness to the skin. 
Panthenol positively affects the quality 
of fine baby hair, it calms the baby´s 
skin, softens and protects it from 
inflammations.

Use: for everyday gentle cleansing 
of the baby´s hair, from birth (0+).

Package size: 500 ml, 230 ml

BUPI BABY BATHING

perfume without 
allergens 

containing natural 
ingredients

no paraffins no parabens



BUPI BABY BATHING

Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 BUPI Washing foam 500 ml 1 095 8585000744908 0,527 8585000744915 6 130

2 BUPI Bath 3 in 1, 500 ml 1 095 8585000744922 0,512 8585000744939 6 130

BUPI Bath 3 in 1, 230 ml 1 095 8585000705510 0,236 8585000705541 12 120

3 BUPI Washing gel lavender 500 ml 1 095 8585000757168 0,512 8585000757175 6 130

4 BUPI Body lotion 500 ml 930 8585000744960 0,51 8585000744977 6 130

BUPI Body lotion 230 ml 930 8585000705534 0,229 8585000705565 12 120

5 BUPI Shampoo for hair 500 ml 1 095 8585000744885 0,512 8585000744892 6 130

BUPI Shampoo for hair 230 ml 1 095 8585000705527 0,236 8585000705558 12 120



BUPI BABY WASHING
The brand Bupi knows, that for mums is not only 
the hygiene of the baby, but also of the clothes it is wearing 
the whole day important. A newborn has a five-time 
thinner skin than an adult, that means the skin is very 
sensitive and easy to irritate. You shouln´t rely on common 
washing detergents, which are agressive to the skin and 
can cause allergies. A healthy washing of the newborn´s 
layette is an important foundation for a healthy skin. 
Washing without phosphates, bleachers and softeners 
should by a condition for your baby. 

BUPI BABY 
LIQUID WASHING GEL 
COLOUR
The special washing detergent containing soap, 
with an ingredient for protecting colour of the 
clothes, is intended for washing coloured baby and 
children clothes. Its composition isn´t irritating the 
skin and is suitable for newborns as well as allergic 
people. The detergent is suitable to use while 
washing soft coloured fabrics.

Use: for washing coloured baby clothes in hand 
wash or washing machine, from birth (0+).

Package size: 1,5 L, 3 L

BUPI BABY 
WASHING POWDER 
SENSITIVE
Bupi offers apart from its proven liquid washing 
gels also a special washing powder for a gentle, 
but sufficiently effective washing of clothes. Its 
composition is designed not to irritate sensitive 
baby skin and at the same time to clean also more 
unclean clothes.

Use: for gentle washing in a washing machine or 
hand wash, from birth (0+).

Package size: 1,5 kg

BUPI BABY 
SOFTENER SENSITIVE
The pleasant and very soft scent of the Bupi 
softener uses a perfume without allergenes, 
so it is tolerated very good by small babies and 
newborns. The composition of the softener 
prevents hardening of the fibres and the clothes are 
soft and pleasant to touch after drying. The scent is 
very soft and safe for the baby, because it reduces 
a potential risk of allergies.

Use: after the use of the softener in the last stage of 
rinsing will the clothes smell beautifully and be soft.

Package size: 1,5 L

BUPI BABY 
LIQUID WASHING GEL 
SENSITIVE
A special washing detergent containing soap 
meant for washing baby and children clothes. 
Its composition isn´t irritating a sensitive skin and 
is suitable for allergic people, because it doesn´t 
contain enzymes, phosphates, colourings or optic 
lighteners. The Bupi washing detergent smells nice, 
the perfume doesn´t contain allergenes. 

Use: for gentle washing in a washing machine 
or hand wash, from birth (0+).

Package size: 1,5 L, 3 L

BUPI BABY WASHING

perfume without 
allergens

suitable from day 
one after birth

no irritating enzymes 
and phosphates

no colourings 
and bleachers



Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 BUPI Liquid washing detergent 1,5 L 1 095 8585000745332 1,523 8585000745349 9 45

BUPI Liquid washing detergent 3 L 1 095 8585000745516 3,046 8585000745523 4 44

2 BUPI COLOUR Liquid washing detergent 1,5 L 1 095 8585000745578 1,523 8585000745585 9 45

BUPI COLOR Liquid washing detergent 3 L 1 095 8585000745592 3,046 8585000745608 4 44

3 BUPI Washing powder Sensitive 1,5 kg 1 095 8585000750183 1,5 8585000750190 6 40

4 BUPI Softener 1,5 L 1 095 8585000745530 1,5 8585000745547 9 45

BUPI BABY WASHING



BUPI WIPES
The skin on a baby´s bottom is very gentle and sensitive. 
Despite that is this part the most strained part of the 
baby´s body - mainly the parts in contact with the diaper. 
Pediatricians advise, that with the use of the correct wipes 
you can prevent irritations and inflammations. Wipes are 
also an absolutely essential aid for kindergarden kids and 
pupils in their everyday adventures.

BUPI BABY 
WET WIPES ULTRA SOFT
The ultra soft wet wipes with panthenol treat the baby´s skin so soft 
almost like water. They don´t contain perfume, alcohol nor colourings, 
so they don´t cause irritations not even on the softest skin. The healing 
and anti-inflammatory effect of the panthenol sensitively treats and 
regenerates some possible irritations. Thanks to their composition and 
neutral pH they are suitable for an everyday treatment of the baby´s skin.

Use: for everyday gentle cleansing of the baby´s body, from birth (0+).

Package size: 56 pcs

BUPI KIDS 
WET WIPES FOR ADVENTURES
The soft wet wipes with a beautiful tutti-frutti scent gently clean your 
children´s hands or faces. They have a versatile use since they don´t 
contain alcohol or colourings and don´t cause irritations. Because of their 
composition with the extract from aloe vera they are suitable for everyday 
cleansing and treatment of the soft baby skin, and thanks to the small 
package you can put them in your pocket.

Use: for everyday gentle cleansing of the baby skin, from 3 years (3+).

Package size: 15 pcs

BUPI BABY 
WET WIPES SENSITIVE
The soft Sensitive wipes are the best for everyday care of the baby´s 
bottom and for wipping of hands and mouth. Thanks to the healing 
aloe vera extract they calm and hydrate the skin and as a precaution 
prevent possible problems with irritated skin. The wet wipes are 
pH neutral, they don´t contain parabens, alcohol nor colourings. 
The pleasant and very soft perfume is without allergens.

Use: for everyday gentle cleansing of the baby´s body, from birth (0+).

Package size: 56 pcs

BUPI WIPES

no parabens no alcohol containing 
natural ingredients

no colourings



Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 BUPI Wet wipes Sensitive 56 pcs 730 8585000756734 0,274 8585000756901 14 126

2 BUPI Wet wipes Ultra soft 56 pcs 730 8585000757021 0,274 8585000757038 14 126

3 BUPI Kids, wet wipes, 15 pcs 730 8585000718312 0,048 8585000718329 36 156

BUPI WIPES



BUPI KIDS
Products, which make you a part of a fairytale with 
princesses, pirates and other great heroes. The Bupi 
fairytale products for preschool children are colourful and 
cheerful, their irresistible scent turns each washing into 
a colourful foam adventure and a cheerful experience. But 
at the same time each mum can rely on the Bupi products 
under the brand KIDS, because they have a gentle 
composition, which minimizes 
the risk of an skin irritation.

BUPI KIDS 
SHAMPOO WITH 
A BALM - PRETTY 
GOLDILOCKS
This fairytale shampoo with 
a balm for silky hair of your little 
princess is designed for soft girl 
hair and sensitive scalps. It leaves 
the hair smooth, soft to touch and 
with a beautiful smell. The balm 
helps with combing and gives 
shine to the hair. The lanolin is 
beneficial for hair growth. 

Use: suitable also for a frequent 
hair washing of your little 
princess, from 3 years (3+).

Package size: 250 ml 

BUPI KIDS 
WASHING 
FOAM - BUBBLE 
PRINCESS
This cheerful pink washing 
foam creates soft beautifully 
smelling foam magic while 
washing. The foam with its 
colour and scent turns every girl 
into a sweet-smelling bubble 
princess and prepares a magical 
playful washing. The foam with 
a regenerative allantoin is gently 
and softly cleansing the child´s 
skin and turns the washing into 
a magical experience.

Use: thanks to its gentle foam 
texture is the product suitable for 
everyday use, from 3 years (3+).

Package size: 500 ml

BUPI KIDS 
SHOWER GEL - 
ADVENTUROUS 
PIRATE
This fairytale shampoo and 
shower gel 2in1 for little heroes 
creates a candy tutti-frutti foam 
while washing. The rich foam 
with lanolin is gently cleansing 
the skin of the whole body and 
the naughty hair and makes 
the washing joyful. The skin and 
hair are after washing fresh and 
soft to touch.

Use: suitable for everyday sweet-
smelling washing of your pirate, 
from 3 years (3+).

Package size: 250 ml

BUPI KIDS 
WASHING FOAM 
- BRAVE FIRE 
FIGHTER
This cheerful blue washing 
foam turns the washing into 
a colourful foam adventure. 
The foam with its colour and 
candy tutti-frutti scent turns 
every bathing into a cheerful 
experience of your little heroes. 
The foam with regenerative 
allantoin is gently cleansing 
the child´s skin and makes 
the washing even more fun.

Use: suitable for everyday sweet-
smelling washing of your little 
pirate, from 3 years (3+).

Package size: 500 ml 

BUPI KIDS 
GENTLE HAND 
SOAP
A perfect soap for little curious 
children, who are exploring 
the world around them and 
touching everything. The gentle 
hand soap contains garden sage, 
which has a natural antibacterial 
effect and so the soap does not 
only clean the hands from dirt 
but also naturally protects them. 
With an attractive scent tutti-
frutti, which children love, and 
therefore they will enjoy every 
washing of the hands.

Use: thanks to its gentle 
composition is the soap suitable for 
everyday use, from 2 years (2+).

Package size: 500 ml  

BUPI KIDS 
SHOWER GEL 
- BRILLIANT 
BALLERINA
This fairytale shower gel for 
the soft skin of little princesses 
creates a strawberry whipped 
cream while washing. A nice 
foam with lanolin turns the 
washing into a unique sweet-
smelling experience. Lanolin has 
a hydrating, healing and calming 
effect. The skin is after the bath 
fresh and soft to touch. 

Use: suitable for everyday sweet-
smelling washing of your little 
princess, from 3 years (3+).

Package size: 250 ml 

BUPI KIDS

containing natural 
ingredients

no parabensno paraffinscheerful colour magic scent



BUPI KIDS

Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 BUPI KIDS Washing foam 500 ml, pink 1 095 8585000700027 0,527 8585000700034 6 130

BUPI KIDS Shower gel 250 ml, pink 1 095 8585000700102 0,255 8585000700119 10 180

BUPI KDS Shampoo with balm 250 ml, pink 1 095 8585000700089 0,256 8585000700096 10 180

2 BUPI KIDS Washing foam 500 ml, blue 1 095 8585000700041 0,527 8585000700058 6 130

BUPI KIDS Shampoo and shower gel 250 ml, blue 1 095 8585000700065 0,255 8585000700072 10 180

3 Bupi KIDS Gentle hand soap 500 ml 1 095 8585000750169 0,512 8585000750176 6 126



BUPI KIDS UP
Hot new products from the brand Bupi - products 
designed for all children artistic talents and sports hopes. 
For all pupils, who are active and any kind of sport, dance, 
singing, painting or another activity, which develops their 
personalities, is their daily passion. At the same time each 
mum can rely on the Bupi KIDS UP products, because 
their composition is gentle and of high-quality and also 
for sensitive skin.

COOL & PRETTY 
SHOWER GEL 
FRUIT BOMB
This Fruit bomb shower gel is the best choice for 
every talented girl. It creates a rich fruit foam while 
washing or showering. The little schoolgirl´s skin 
will be fresh and beautifuly scented after bathing. 
The packaging and composition of the product 
were designed to fulfil all the expectations 
of the demanding target group of girls aged 
6-12 and to respect the softness of the skin.

Use: suitable for everyday sweet-smelling 
washing, from 6 years (6+).

Package size: 200 ml

SPORT & FUN SHOWER GEL 
AND SHAMPOO ICE-COLD 
SHOWER
This Ice-cold shower gel and shampoo is a great 
choice for all cool boys with sport spirit. It creates 
an ice-cold foam while washing, which irresistibly 
refreshes the skin of the whole body and hair. 
Optimal after any sport performance. The product 
and its packaging were designed to fulfil all 
the expectations of the demanding target group 
of  schoolboys with emphasis on a gentle washing 
of the skin.

Use: suitable for everyday fresh washing, from 
6 years (6+).

Package size: 200 ml 

SPORT & FUN 
SHOWER GEL AND 
SHAMPOO FRESH ENERGY
This Fresh energy shower gel and shampoo is 
the right choice for all cool boys with the spirit 
of a champion. It creates a fresh citrous foam while 
washing, which will recharge your little sportsman 
with energy for a next sport performance. Optimal 
after any sports activity. The product and its 
packaging were designed to fulfil all the expectations 
of the demanding target group with emphasis 
on a high-quality product composition.

Use: suitable for everyday fresh washing, 
from 6 years (6+).

Package size: 200 ml

COOL & PRETTY 
SHOWER GEL 
FLOWER MAGIC
This Flower magic shower gel is the right choice 
for all enchanting girls. It creates a foam with 
a magical flower scent while washing. Thanks 
to lanolin it gently cleanses the skin, which will 
be hydrated and smelling irresistible after bathing. 
The packaging and composition of the product 
were designed to fulfil all the expectations 
of the demanding target group of schoolgirls 
in connection with gentle ingredients.

Use: suitable for everyday sweet-smelling 
washing, from 6 years (6+).

Package size: 200 ml

BUPI KIDS UP

no paraffins no parabens containg natural 
ingredients

The brand Bupi supports children´s sport and artistic talents in the form of various projects, which are developing their potential.

cool scent Quality from



BUPI KIDS UP

Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 Sport&Fun Bupi 2in1, blue 200 ml 1 095 8585000705879 0,205 8585000705916 10 192

Sport&Fun Bupi 2in1, green 200 ml 1 095 8585000705862 0,205 8585000705909 10 192

2 Cool&Pretty shower gel, orange 200 ml 1 095 8585000705855 0,205 8585000705893 10 192

Cool&Pretty shower gel, purple 200 ml 1 095 8585000705848 0,205 8585000705886 10 192



BUPI GIFT BOXES
If you want to give babies or children a gift, which not 
only would make them happy but also would provide them 
a healthy and cheerful bathing, reach for the Bupi product 
gift boxes. They contain the most favourite products from 
the brands Bupi BABY and Bupi KIDS and will make every 
mum and child happy. Especially if you add a personal note.

BUPI BABY GIFT BOX 
FOR A SWEET-SMELLING BABY
The bath BABY 3 in 1 is very popular with mums, becaus it connects 
a gentle washing gel, hair shampoo and bath foam. It contains 
marigold, which regenerates and calms the skin. The BABY shampoo 
provides thanks to a balanced content of lanolin an optimal hydration 
of the scalp and hair. This duo of products sufficiently provides care 
for your baby.

Use: for everyday gentle cleansing of the baby´s body and hair, 
from birth (0+).

Package size: 500 ml 3 in 1 bath + 500 ml shampoo

BUPI KIDS GIFT BOX 
FOR A LITTLE PRINCESS
This cheerful pink washing foam creates a soft, sweet-smelling, foam 
magic while washing and prepares a magical washing. A fairytale 
shampoo with a balm for silky hair of your little princess keeps the hair 
smooth, soft to touch and beautifully smelling. Your little princess will 
feel like a strawberry on top of whipped cream.

Use: suitable for everyday sweet-smelling cleansing of your little 
princess, from 3 years (3+).

Package size: 500 ml foam + 250 ml shampoo

BUPI GIFT BOXES

beautiful gift no paraffins no parabens containing natural 
ingredients

 
         A GIFT

FOR A GIFT
FOR

BUPI KIDS GIFT BOX 
FOR A LITTLE PIRATE
A cheerful blue washing foam turns each washing into a colourful 
foam adventure. Its colour makes every bathing of your little heroes 
a cheerful experience. The fairytale shampoo and shower gel 2 in 1 
for little heroes creates a candy tutti-frutti foam while washing. Let your 
little heroe experience a sweet-smelling adventure.

Use: suitable for everyday sweet-smelling cleansing of your little pirate, 
from 3 years (3+).

Package size: 500 ml foam + 250 ml 2 in 1 gel



BUPI GIFT BOXES

Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 Box BUPI BABY bath 3 in 1 + shampoo 1 095 8585000757557 1,024 8585000718343 5 65

2 Box BUPI KIDS pink foam + shampoo 1 095 8585000750497 0,783 8585000750503 5 65

3 Box BUPI KIDS blue foam + shampoo 1 095 8585000750510 0,782 8585000750527 5 65



VOUX SOAPS - OCEAN, GREEN GARDEN, ALOE VERA, LOTUS  
VOUX CREAM SOAPS – GENTLE ROSE, FRUIT COCTAIL, SOFTENING
Use: suitable for a scented and gentle everyday hand cleansing.

Package size: 100 g, 500 ml, 1000 ml

VOUX SOAPS

HAND SOAPS
The traditional brand by a Slovak producer with 
an unassuming product formula ensures an everyday 
cleansing and treatment of your hands for a reasonable 
price. With the brand VOUX you definitely get „value for 
money“. At the same time it offers a wide choice 
of attractive soap scents and designes, which were made 
for a modern bathroom.

pleasant scent softness for your hands Value for money



VOUX SOAPS

Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 VOUX Aloe Vera 100 g 1 095 8585000755478 0,1 8585000756918 48 121

VOUX Aloe Vera 500 ml 1 095 8585000755614 0,513 8585000755621 12 84

VOUX Aloe Vera 1000 ml 
- refill 1 095 8585000745196 1,026 8585000745202 10 50

2 VOUX Ocean 100 g 1 095 8585000755676 0,1 8585000755683 48 121

VOUX Ocean 500 ml 1 095 8585000756482 0,513 8585000756499 12 84

VOUX Ocean 1000 ml 
- refill 1 095 8585000745233 1,026 8585000745240 10 50

3 VOUX Green Garden 100 g 1 095 8585000755539 0,1 8585000756925 48 121

VOUX Green Garden 500 ml 1 095 8585000755652 0,513 8585000755669 12 84

4 VOUX Lotus Flower 100 g 1 095 8585000755492 0,1 8585000756932 48 121

VOUX Lotus Flower 1000 ml 
- refill 1 095 8585000745257 1,026 8585000745264 10 50

5 VOUX Cream Gentle rose 100 g 1 095 8585000750657 0,1 8585000750664 48 121

VOUX Cream Gentle Rose 500 ml 1 095 8585000750107 0,512 8585000750114 12 84

VOUX Cream Gentle Rose 1000 ml - NN 1 095 8585000750060 1,023 8585000750077 10 50

6 VOUX Cream Fruit cocktail 100 g 1 095 8585000750633 0,1 8585000750640 48 121

VOUX Cream Fruit Cocktail 500 ml 1 095 8585000750084 0,512 8585000750091 12 84

VOUX Cream Fruit Cocktail 1000 ml-NN 1 095 8585000750046 1,023 8585000750053 10 50

7 VOUX Softening 1000 ml 
- refill 1 095 8585000717971 1,023 8585000717988 10 50



VOUX SHAMPOO 
WITH AN EXTRACT 
FROM NETTLE
A traditional well-known shampoo 
with nettle, optimal for cleansing, 
treating and relieving fast greasing 
hair.

Use: suitable for everyday use.

Package size: 400 ml  

VOUX SHAMPOO 
WITH AN EXTRACT 
FROM BIRCH
A traditional well-known shampoo 
with an birch extract, suitable 
for cleaning of normal hair, keeps their 
healthy look.

Use: suitable for everyday use.

Package size: 400 ml

VOUX SHAMPOO 
WITH AN EXTRACT 
FROM SUNFLOWER
An innovative shampoo with 
sunflower extract, in combination 
with a panthenol content it provides 
the hair with extraordinary care 
with an nourishing effect. Optimal 
for damaged hair.

Use: suitable for everyday use.

Package size: 400 ml

VOUX SHAMPOO WITH 
AN EXTRACT FROM 
THE FLOWER OF THE 
CORNFLOWER
A nontraditional attractive shampoo 
with an extract from the flower of the 
cornflower gives the softest hair 
volume and thickness, at the same 
time it contains the vitamin E, whose 
antioxidation effects protect the hair.

Use: suitable for everyday use.

Package size: 400 ml

VOUX HAND CREAMS 
ALOE VERA AND 
LOTUS
The high-quality composition of the 
hand creams with valuable extracts - 
almond oil, aloe vera extract, vitamin 
E, which have an hydrating, nourishing 
effect on the skin of strained hands and 
protect it from drying. They absorb fast 
and don´t leave a feeling of greasy skin.

Use: suitable for everyday also 
multiple use.

Package size: 100 ml

VOUX SHAMPOOS AND CREAMS

SHAMPOOS AND CREAMS
Hot new products from the brand VOUX with a soft 
touch of nature - light shampoos with herbal extracts. 
They contain attractive herbal extracts, what predestines 
them to clean, treat and nutrition the hair. Each customer 
finds the best suitable kind for his/her type of hair. 
The range of new products is added with hand creams 
with natural ingredients, which have an hydration effect on 
the skin of strained hands and protects them from drying.

natural extracts Value for moneypleasant scent



Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 VOUX SHAMPOO Nettle 400 ml 1278 8585000705718 0,414 8585000705756 12 120

VOUX SHAMPOO Birch 400 ml 1278 8585000705701 0,414 8585000705749 12 120

VOUX SHAMPOO Sunflower 400 ml 1278 8585000705688 0,414 8585000705725 12 120

VOUX SHAMPOO Cornflower 400 ml 1278 8585000705695 0,414 8585000705732 12 120

2 VOUX hand cream Aloe vera 100 ml 730 8585000705787 0,100 8585000705800 15 200

VOUX hand cream Lotus 100 ml 730 8585000705770 0,100 8585000705794 15 200

VOUX SHAMPOOS AND CREAMS



GASTRO PACKS OF OILS 
MAIN BRANDS - 
FRITOL, RACIOL, HELIOL

GASTRO PACKS OF OILS 
SPECIAL BRANDS

GASTRO PACKS OF FATS

HORECA COSMETICS

GASTRO/HORECA



PALMA
PROFESSIONAL PARTNER 
FOR YOUR AND OUR JOINT 

BUSINESS
The company Palma brings its customers high-quality products 

almost for 100 years, since 1920. Palma is a combination of tradition 
and high reliable quality.

Palma is a Slovak, over the years proven traditional brand, which is 
a strong and significant player in the range of vegetable oils, 

baking fats and cosmetics segment.

We are a brand with long tradition, but modern and inovative, 
and we put emphasize on the quality of our products. With our products 

we are adjusting to modern trends, so we can fulfill the expectations 
of our users and business partners.

hundred year traditionreliable servicecertificated quality attractive innovations fair price



FRITOL 10 L 
Top quality frying oil. A mixture 
of vegetable oils (rape oil and 
HOSO - High Oleic Sunflower Oil). 
A high quality winterized oil with 
an increased heat stability.

Use: Ideal for a long heat preparation 
with high temperatures like 
deep-frying and frying.

Benefits: It preserves juiciness and 
softness of the prepared food.

RACIOL 10 L (RAPE) 
High-quality 100 % rape oil. 
Low-erucic acid single-type rape oil, 
which has a wide range of use in food 
preparation.

Use: Perfect for heat preparation 
of food and also for preparation of 
salads, mayonnaise and dressings.

Benefits: High content of omega 
3 and 6 acids. Versatile, wide range of 
use in the cuisine. The product does 
not contain any additives.

HELIOL 10 L 
(SUNFLOWER)
100 % sunflower oil of high-quality. 
Single-type winterzied oil with 
a wide range of use in preparing food 
in the kitchen.

Use: Perfect for cold cuisine for 
preparing salads, mayonnaise and 
dressings, also suitable for heat 
processing - stewing and cooking.

Benefits: Wide use in the kitchen. 
High content of vitamin E. Does not 
contain additives.

RACIOL GOLD FRIT 
BIB 10 L
Perfectly balanced mixture of 
vegetable oils (rape and sunflower 
oil). Contains special additives like 
natural antioxidants and antifoam 
substance, which ensure a higher 
heat stability.

Use: Perfect ratio of rape and 
sunflower oil for a long heat 
preparation of food - for depp-frying, 
frying and baking.

Benefits: High content of acids omega 
3 and 6, also unsaturated fatty acids. 
Contains additives for improving oil 
qualities and stability.

RACIOL WITH 
BUTTER AROMA, 1 L
Single-type rape oil with pleasant 
butter aroma.

Use: Suitable for warm cuisine for 
cooking and baking, but thanks to 
its butter aroma it is perfect for the 
cold cuisine to flavour dishes, which it 
gives a delicious buttery taste.

Benefits: High heat stability and 
pleasant butter aroma. Suitable also 
for people with lactose intolerance, 
because the butter aroma does not 
contain lactose.

FRITOL GOLD BIB 10 L 
A special designed mixture of 
vegetable oils (HOSO - High Oleic 
Sunflower Oil and sunflower oil). It 
contains special additives like natural 
antioxidants and antifoam substance, 
which ensure a high heat stability.

Use: Ideal for heat preparation of food - 
for deep-frying, frying and baking.

Benefits: It contains omega 9 fatty 
acids and vitamin E. It does not give 
food any unpleasant taste or smell 
when beeing fried. Contains special 
additives to improve oil qualities and 
stability. It does not contain palm oil, 
so it is very practical to filter.

OILS GASTRO PACKS MAIN BRANDS - FRITOL, RACIOL, HELIOL



Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 FRITOL 10 L SK/CZ/PL/HU/DE/EN  455 8585000777050 9,15 8585000722654 2 36

Fritol Gold 100, 10 l Bag in Box 455 8585000705497 9,15 8585000705497 1 72

2 RACIOL 10 L (RO) SK/CZ/PL/HU/DE/EN 455 8585000777005 9,17 8585000722630 2 36

Raciol Gold Frit, 10 l Bag in Box 455 8585000705503 9,15 8585000705503 1 72

RACIOL 1 L (RO) SK/CZ/PL/HU butter flavour 455 8585000705954 0,915 8585000705961 15 42

3 HELIOL 10 L (SO) SK/CZ 455 8585000705398 9,2 8585000705404 2 36

4 FRITOL Refin. winter oil (HOSO) container* 180 8585000720995 900 0 1 1

RACIOL Refin. rape oil container* 180 8585000722104 900 0 1 1

HELIOL Refin. winter oil (SO) container* 180 8585000722098 900 0 1 1

* also available in cistern form

OILS GASTRO PACKS MAIN BRANDS - FRITOL, RACIOL, HELIOL



GURMÉ LONGLIFE 10 L 
Special product for long frying in the form of a semi liquid gel. A mixture of selected 
vegetable oils (palm and sunflower) with ingredients, which were special designed 
for heat processing of food.

Use: Perfect for deep-frying, frying and baking. Compared to regular products it has 
a better heat stability thanks to its special formula.

Benefits: It has a neutral taste and aroma. The product has a high stability against 
oxidation. The semi liquid consistency enables an easier manipulation and dosage.

PALMFRIT 10 L 
BUCKET
Deep-frying vegetable palm oil with 
high heat stability.

Use: Perfect for heat preparation 
of food like deep-frying, frying or 
baking.

Benefits: It preserves juiciness 
and softness of the prepared food. 
The product contains an antifoam 
substance, which improves the frying 
qualities of the oil.

PALMFRIT PLUS 10 L BUCKET 
PALMFRIT PLUS 10 L PET  
Mixed vegetable oil multi-type (rape and palm oil) with a high content of rape oil. 
The mix of oils provides a high heat stability.

Use: Perfect for heat preparation of food on high temperatures - for deep-frying, 
frying and baking.

Benefits: Wide use in cuisine also on high temperatures. Preserves juiciness and 
softness of the prepared food. The product contains an antifoam substance for 
improving the oil qualities.

MINA 10 L 
(SUNFLOWER)
High-quality 100 % sunflower oil, 
winterized, deodorised.

OILS GASTRO PACKS SPECIAL BRANDS

MINA 10 L 
(RAPE)
High-quality 100 % rape oil, 
low-erucic acid, deodorised.

Use: Oils perfect for heat preparation of food also for cold cuisine.

Benefits: Universal, wide use in cuisine. The products do not contain additives.



Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 GURMÉ LONGLIFE, 10 L bucket 365 8585000705442 9,2 8585000705442 1 80

2 PALMFRIT, 10 L bucket 365 8585000705466 9,05 8585000705466 1 48

PALMFRIT plus, 10 L bucket 365 8585000705480 9,1 8585000705480 1 48

PALMFRIT plus, 10 L PET 365 8585000705473 9,15 8585000705473 1 72

3 MINA 10 L RO GASTRO 365 8585000704759 9,15 8585000704759 1 72

MINA 10 L SO GASTRO 365 8585000704889 9,2 8585000704889 1 72

OILS GASTRO PACKS SPECIAL BRANDS



DRAFT MARGARINE SLICES 80 %
Edible vegetable margarine with a typical fat content of 80 %, 
mixture of high-quality vegetable oils.

Benefits: High-quality vegetable margarine with high plasticity.

Use: Mainly for preparing puff dough, yeast puff dough and laminated 
dough. It is used for lamination of puff and laminated doughs.

TABLE MARGARINE 80 %
Vegetable baking margarine with a fat content of 80 %. It contains 
palm and rape oil and a pleasant butter aroma.

Benefits: Universal use, compared to edible fat and 100 % fat it is 
softer and smoother, it has a smoother consistency.

Use: The universal fat is intended for baking and confectionery 
products mainly for crisp pastry, yeast cakes, but also for preparing 
cremes.

FILLING FAT 100 %
Special 100 % vegetable fat of neutral taste and aroma ideal 
for preparation of fillings for non-perishable baked goods.

Benefits: Neutral taste and aroma. Its composition provides a good 
way for whipping, which will be appreciated by confectioners and 
bakers while preparing fillings for baked goods.

Use: Suitable for preparation of different kinds of stuffings and fillings 
for baked goods and cakes.

PALMFRIT FAT 100 %
High-quality 100 % vegetable fat with a neutral aroma and taste and 
universal ways of use.

Benefits: Due to its suitable physical parameters it has a high heat 
stability. The neutral taste and aroma make it ideal for preparation 
of different bakery products.

Use: For excellent heat stability it is suitable for frying and 
deep-frying, and at the same time, thanks to its neutral taste and 
aroma, it has a universal way of use also for bakers.

EDIBLE FAT 100 %
It is a 100% fat with neutral taste and aroma with a universal way 
of use. Besides from palm fat it doesn t́ contain water or any other 
ingredients.

Benefits: Universal fat with a wide way of use, it has a high heat 
stability. Packed in smaller 5 kg blocks.

Use: It is suitable for preparing fat fillings, bakery products, 
non-perishable baked goods and different kinds of frostings. 
Because it consists of palm oil and hydrogenated palm fat it is 
suitable for frying.

FATS GASTRO PACKS

10 kg

10 kg

2 × 5 kg

2 × 5 kg

2 × 5 kg

10 kg (5 × 2 kg)
2 × 5 kg

2 × 5 kg



Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 MARGARINE TABLE 80 % blocks 5 kg * 180 8585000717582 5 8585000717582 2 72

MARGARINE TABLE UNI 80 % BLOCK 10 kg 365 8585000704278 10 8585000704278 1 96

2 MARGARINE DRAFT SLICES 80 % block 10 kg 365 8585000704261 10 8585000704261 1 85

3 FAT FILLING 100 % block 10 kg (2 x 5 kg) * 730  8585000704292 5 8585000704292 2 84

FAT FILLING 100 % blocks 5 kg * 365 8585000717643 5 8585000717643 2 72

4 FAT PALMFRIT 100 % block 10 kg 730 8585000704315 10 8585000704315 1 96

5 FAT EDIBLE 100 % blocks 5 kg * 730 8585000704285 5 8585000704285 2 84

FAT EDIBLE 100 % block 10 kg (2 x 5 kg) * 365  8585000717650 5 8585000717650 2 72

* whole cardboard packaging as sales unit

FATS GASTRO PACKS



VOUX FLOWER LINE BAR SOAP 100 g 
VOUX LIQUID SOAP - ORCHID AND ALOE  5 L
Bar soaps and liquid soaps primary intended for the industry segment and HORECA, for the skin care of hands.

Benefits: Pleasant aroma, effective ingredients for removing dirt.

Use: For gentle washing of the skin of hands, suitable for everyday multiple use.

SOAP FOR WASHING 
PALMA COCONUT 200 g
Soap inteded for hand washing.

Benefits: Effective active ingredients remove any 
biologic stains on clothes.

Use: Simply apply the soap to the stain and 
scrub it mechanically, or grate the soap into the 
washing and wash it in the usual way.

SIPHON CLEANER, 500 g 
SODIUM HYDROXIDE, 1 kg
Siphones and pipes cleaners, consisting of 100 % 
sodium hydroxide and 1:1 sodium hydroxide and 
sodium chloride.

Benefits: Effective and fast cleaning of siphones 
and pipes, without smell. The granules get into 
smaller slits, adhering directly to the surface 
of  the clogged pipe when pouring, removing 
any sediments.

Use: For cleaning of siphones and pipes 
in households as well as industry.

HORECA COSMETICS



HORECA COSMETICS

Product name
Warranty 

in days EAN
Net weight 

in kg
EAN 

of the boxboard

Number 
of pieces 

in a boxboard

Number 
of boxboards 
on a palette

1 VOUX Flower line TM 100 g 1095 8585000757045 0,1 8585000757052 56 108

VOUX TTM Orchid 5 l 1095 8585000705824 5,114 8585000705824 1 108

VOUX TTM Aloe Vera 5 l 1095 8585000750329 5,114 8585000750329 1 108

2 Washing soap Palma COCONUT 200 g 730 8585000742188 0,2 8585000742195 36 84

3 Siphon cleaner, 500 g 1095  8585000750435 0,5 8585000750442 10 96

Sodium Hydroxide, 1 kg 1095  8585000750459 1 8585000750466 6 84
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